Bachelor of Arts (BA) 2008 – 2009 Checksheet for Art Majors
Non-Teaching Studio Art Concentration or Interdisciplinary Art Concentration

Degree Code 504*
Concentration Codes 504 C or D

I. CORE CURRICULUM ........................................................................................................................................................................... 44
Art 2030______(3) (MC) & Art 2130______(3) (W/MC)

II. FOREIGN LANGUAGE (Completion of 6 sh at the *intermediate level or *higher) ........................................................................... 6 – 12
*1040____(MC) & *1050____(MC) or *1060____(MC); or *higher
Note: Foreign Language 1010______ & 1020______ or 1030_______are prerequisite for the intermediate level courses

III. MAJOR REQUIREMENTS
A minimum grade of “C” (2.0) is required in each Art course
18 sh must be completed at Appalachian

1. FOUNDATIONS REQUIREMENTS (15 sh)
Art 1001____(3) Foundations I
Art 1002____(3) Foundations II
Art 1003____(3) Foundations Drawing
Two Art Studios at 2000 level ______________________(3) ______________________(3) cannot be used elsewhere in major

2. ART HISTORY (12 sh)
* Art 2030____(3) (MC) Prehistory Through Medieval Art
* Art 2130____(3) (W/MC) Renaissance Through Contemporary Art
Art 3201____(3) Sculpture I
Art 3308____(3) Fibers IV

3. FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Note: Foreign Language 1010______ & 1020______ or 1030_______are prerequisite for the intermediate level courses

3. ART STUDIOS at 2000 level ______________________(3) ______________________(3) cannot be used elsewhere in major

C. RELATED AREAS (4 sh)
Art 2104____(3) (C) Digital Imaging
Select 1 sh from the following:
Art 3013____(1) Intro to New York/Washington Art Scene
Art 3520____(1) Instructional Assistance

D. MAJOR DESIGNATORS

ELECTIVES

IV. MINOR REQUIRED
9 sh of a minor must be completed at Appalachian/Each minor differs in number of hours – see catalog

5. ELECTIVES (to total a minimum of 122 sh) ........................................................................................................................................... 8 – 20
2 sh of free electives outside the major discipline are required
For Music Therapy Majors Only: Completion of BIO 1101 (ND) (4 sh) and ES 2000 (5 sh) will fulfill the core curriculum science requirement.

General Science Sequence:
_____ G.S. Physics 1010 (ND) or _____ G.S. Astronomy 1010 (ND) and _____ G.S. Chemistry 1020 (ND) followed by:
_____ G.S. Geology 1030 (ND) and _____ G.S. Biology 1040 (ND)

SOCIAL SCIENCES (History - 6 s.h.)
History 1101 (MC) & History 1102 (MC) or _____ History 1510 (W, MC) & _____ History 1515 (W, MC) or _____ HIS 1103**(MC)

**If received an "A" in High School World Civ/World His class may take HIS 1103 instead of 1101 & 1102. If taking 1103 must take 3 courses from other Social Sciences in at least 2 different areas.

OTHER SOCIAL SCIENCES (6 s.h.)
Choose TWO courses from different areas, THREE if HIS 1103 chosen above. (*Approved on a semester by semester basis)

Choose FOUR courses from at least three areas. One course must be a LITERATURE course and one course must be from the fine arts (ART, DANCE, MUSIC or THEATRE). Courses underlined are approved for literature. (*Approved on a semester by semester basis)

**Required for major